Coalgate Saleyards
4th February 2015
Prime Lambs
BI Thompson (Sheffield) 39 lbs from $83 - $87, RG & AM Chapman (Leeston) 20 lbs from $97 $110, I & B Frazer (Rangiora) 13 lbs at $97, Cliffside Trust (West Melton) 10 lbs at $90, S & F
Murray (Sheffield) 7 lbs from $97 - $108, SA & SJ Sinclair (Southbridge) 7 lbs at $96, JA Hamilton
(Rangiora) 7 lbs from $94 - $109.

Prime Ewes
W & L Judd (Darfield) 110 es from $20 - $76, Bel-Hamed Farm (Amberley) 50 es from $50 - $80,
J Rogers (Oxford) 24 es from $25 - $75, Greenacres (Burnham) 11 es at $41, S & F Murray
(Sheffield) 10 es at $70, L Chilwell (Aylesbury) 9 es at $25.

Store Lambs
Manahune P/Ship (Glenmark) 383 lbs from $45 - $57, Waipara South Branch Station (Okuku)
260 lbs from $51 - $53, Evesham Farm Ltd (Motunau) 280 lbs from $55 - $60, Broxton P/Ship
(Hawarden) 173 lbs at $58, Roseneath Station (Kurow) 170 lbs from $23 - $31, Spye Farming
Ltd (Omihi) 180 lbs from $39 - $58, I & B Frazer (Rangiora) 17 lbs from $40 - $62.

Prime Cattle
Haldon Pastures (Darfield) 10 strs from $940 - $1341, High Country Horse Adventures
(Coalgate) 8 strs from $1153 - $1282, Rainy River Farm (Amberley) 4 strs from $860 - $959, D
Mason (Christchurch) 2 strs at $1144, JA Hamilton (Rangiora) 2 strs at $1566, Lennox P/Ship
(Prebbleton) 2 strs at $1237, Dorman P/Ship Ltd (Dorie) 5 hfrs from $1181 - $1394, T Lee
(Rolleston) 3 hfrs from $1048 - $1232, Stone Farm Ltd (Dunsandel) 2 hfrs from $1067 - $1357,
GL, PF & TR Ferguson (Sheffield) 1 hfr at $1224, Twin River Dairies Ltd (Dunsandel) 87 cws
from $418 - $914, Clover Flats Dairy (Oxford) 28 cws from $628 - $949, Stone Farm Ltd
(Dunsandel) 10 cws from $643 - $938, Gregory Jane Ltd (Hororata) 15 cws from $609 - $731, A
Wells (Dunsandel) 1 cw at $848.

Store Cattle
Monument Road Farm Ltd (Pleasant Point) 22 yrlg hfrs from $315 - $480.

Coalgate Saleyards
4th February 2015
Prime Lambs – 150
The lightest yarding of prime lambs in quite sometime sold to a small number of buyers
with the market still holding steady on last week. The light yarding is an indication of
the current dry climate and that lambs are struggling to do well with a lack of good feed.
Tops

$100 - $110

Good

$90 - $100

Mediums

$85 - $90

Light

$80 - $85

Prime Ewes - 200
Again a small yarding as the bulk of the cull ewes have been sent already or vendors are
holding off hoping for a schedule lift. Values were back slightly on previous weeks, a
reflection of sliding schedules.
Tops

$70 - $80

Good

$60 - $70

Mediums

$50 - $60

Light

$40 - $50

Store Sheep – 1500
Medium sized yarding met with limited demand. Values managed to hold steady for
healthier lambs. Smaller lambs were tough going but sold allright on CPK values at
approx $1.90/kg lw.
Tops

$50 - $60

Good

$40 - $55

Medium

$40 - $55

Light

$25 - $40

Prime Cattle (per Kg) - 250
A yarding made up of mostly cull dairy cows sold in line with recent schedule falls. Good
quality prime steers and heifers were again in good demand.
Steers

$2.30 - $2.56

Heifers

$2.00 - $2.40

Cows

$1.40 - $1.76

